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INTRODUCTION
The ability to produce and culture human embryonic stem cells has raised hopes for a range of new cell based therapies, but has at the same time created intense national and international debate.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the scientific background to the current ethical and legislative debates about the generation and use of human stem cells, and to give an overview of the ethical issues that are central to these debates. Because the paper is intended to be reasonably comprehensive the presentation and analysis of each individual argument must necessarily be rather brief. 1
THE SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND TO THE STEM CELL CONTROVERSY
Three partially independent scientific developments underlie the current debates about stem cell research. These are I) the discovery of methods to derive and culture human embryonic
stem cells, 2) the discovery of nuclear replacement techniques, and 3) the discovery of new and previously unsuspected potentialities of stem cells in the adult human body.
A stem cell is a non-differentiated cell that can divide and multiply in its undifferentiated state, but which can also give rise to more specialised differentiated cells. It has been known for a long time that adult human tissues contain stem cells that can replenish cells lost through normal wear and tear or through trauma or disease. This fact has been utilised as a basis for a number of different treatments including bone marrow and skin transplants.
It has been known that cells from the inner cell mass of the early embryo are stem cells (since we know that they must necessarily be able to become every cell in the body during the development from embryo to adult individual), but no method existed by which these embryonic stem cells could be grown in culture in the laboratory in a way that preserved their stem cell character.

In 1998 researchers at the University of Wisconsin published a method for deriving and culturing human embryonic stem cells indefinitely.2 This development made it possible to create stable human stem cell lines and generate (in principle) unlimited quantities of any particular embryonic stem cell, and thereby the possibility to I) standardise research into human stem cells, and 2) create reproducible stem cell therapies.
Almost at the same time as the Wisconsin group developed the method for culturing human embryonic stem cells, a group at the Roslin Institute in Scotland developed methods for the cloning of adult mammals using nuclear replacement techniques.3 The techniques basically worked by removing a cell from an adult animal, and then taking the cell nucleus from the adult cell and placing it in an ovum from which the original nucleus has been removed. This procedure reprogrammes the adult nucleus to an embryonic state and creates a cell that is more than 99% genetically identical with the original adult cell from which the nucleus was taken.4 It is, however, not the ability to reproduce a fully-grown mammal by nuclear replacement that is of main interest to the stem cell debate. It is the combination of nuclear replacement techniques and embryonic stem cell culture. When these two techniques are combined it becomes possible to produce embryonic stem cells that are almost genetically identical to any given adult human being.
Research into the potentialities of the remaining stem cells in the adult human body has all progressed apace in recent years. Stem cells have been found in a number of tissues in which it was previously "common knowledge" that they did not exist (e.g., neuronal stem cells in the brain),5 many kinds of adult stem cells6 have been cultured, and adult stem cells have been shown capable of trans differentiation into different kinds of cells than the cells of the tissues in which they originated? These discoveries have opened the possibility that adult stem cells may be used in a range of stem cell therapies far beyond what was thought possible.8
At present there are thus three research programmes that are pursued in stem cell research:
I) research on adult stem cells, 2) research on embryonic stem cells from embryos produced through IVF techniques, and 3) research on embryonic stem cells produced through nuclear replacement techniques.9
All three research programmes are directed at I) increasing our knowledge about basic cell biology, 2) creating new therapies through stem cell culture and control of cell differentiation, and 3) producing commercially viable stem cell products either by the direct patenting of stem cell lines, or by combining stem cell technology with genetic engineering or other patentable interventions.
As we will see below, much of the discussion on stem cells is concerned with the ethical issues raised by each of these programmes, and with whether or not these ethical issues should influence decisions about regulation and/or funding of the research programmes.
THE EXPECTED BENEFITS FROM STEM CELL RESEARCH
Stem cell research is undoubtedly going to increase our knowledge about basic cell biology considerably, but this is not the benefit of stem cell research that excites most people. The really exciting thing about stem cell research is in the therapeutic potential of stem cells.
If we can develop methods to grow human stem cells in unlimited quantities, and if we can further learn how to control their differentiation, then a whole range of therapeutic possibilities become (theoretically) available.lO The most immediate therapeutic gains are likely to be in the area of cell therapy. Many diseases are caused by, or accompanied by, loss of specific cell types. The lost cell types could be produced in the laboratory and later implanted to cure or alleviate the disease.
Further into the future it may' become possible to grow whole organs from stem cells and use these for transplantation, removing the need for

organ donation; and even further into the future we may be able to use stem cells for rejuvenating therapies leading to an increased life-span.
The therapeutic potential of stem cells spans such a wide range of diseases and conditions that it will constitute a major medical breakthrough if only even a small percentage of the most likely uses (e.g., in the area of cell therapy) become a reality. Even if stem cell therapy turned out only to be effective in myocardial infarction it would still alleviate huge amounts of human suffering.
These very large, and very likely benefits of stem cell research indicate the prohibition of certain kinds of stem cell research needs strong justification. The ethical and regulatory debates have therefore concentrated on whether such justification can be found.
THE ETHICAL ISSUES Stem Cells and Embryos
One of the main ethical issues discussed concerning stem cell research originates in the fact that embryonic stem cells have to be generated from embryos that are destroyed in the process. This means that stem cell research again raises the question of whether there are any ethical limits concerning the destruction of human embryos for research or therapeutic purposes, as well as the more fundamental question of the moral status of the human embryo. If human embryos have any moral status we need a good justification to destroy them, and the greater their moral status the more important or weighty the justification has to be. 11
The question of the moral status of the embryo was not resolved during the abortion debate nor during the debates about various forms of assisted reproductive technologies. It is unlikely to be resolved during the current debates about stem cells, since no really new arguments seem to be forthcoming. 12
If one looks at the legislation about abortion and assisted reproductive technologies it is evident that no jurisdiction has legislation which is compatible with the view that human embryos
are just things with no moral status, and that no jurisdiction has legislation compatible with the view that embryos have the same moral status as born human beings. Most legislations implicitly or explicitly adopt some kind of middle position, although it is often unclear to what extent this represents a considered view or whether it is the result of a political compromise.
The important question with regard to regulation or legislation therefore becomes how the use of embryos for stem cell research and therapy can be fitted into a legislative structure that either relies on a view that embryos have some moral value, or is a direct result of political compromise. Giving some moral status to embryos does not automatically rule out embryonic stem cell research, since it can be argued that the likely benefits in terms of reduction of human suffering and death in many cases outweigh the sacrifice of a (small?) number of human embryos. 13
All of the ethical questions concerning the use of embryos would be by-passed if it became technically possible to produce cells equivalent to embryonic stem cells, without the creation of embryos. This could, for instance, be the case if other methods for re-programming nuclei from adult cells became available.
PPL Therapeutics PLC has claimed to have done this using bovine cells and is working towards doing it with human cells, but very few details have been released because of commercial concerns. 14
The Spare Embryo
In arguments about the use of embryos for stem cell research the distinction between embryos produced for research and spare embryos left over after IVF and other forms of assisted reproduction has also been invoked. It has been argued that the use of spare embryos is less problematic than the use of embryos produced for research, and that at present the use of specifically produced embryos for stem cell research should not be allowed.15 No new arguments to support or refute this distinction have, however, been forthcoming in the stem cell debate.16

Women and the Need for Ova
If stem cells are to be produced from embryos that are not "spare" after IVF, the ova for this production must come from women. 17 In the initial research phase the number of ova needed will be relatively small, but for stem cell therapy the number may become very large. If, for instance, a specific therapy is based on nuclear replacement from the intended recipient in order to ensure perfect immunological compatibility, at least one ovum will be needed for each patient (and probably more since techniques for nuclear replacement are unlikely to become 100% effective any time soon).
This raises general problems concerning how we can ensure that the ova are obtained without coercion or exploitation of the ova donors, sellers or providers, but also more specific questions about how a new practice of nonreproduction-related ova procurement would influence the status of women in society.
At an even more general level there is a connection to the debate about the rights and wrongs of the commodification of human body parts. 18
Stem Cells Produced Using Ova from Other Species
One way of solving the problem of shortage of ova, and the potential ethical problems in using women as donors of ova for these purposes, is to use ova from other species (e.g., bovines) in the creation of stem cells by means of nuclear replacement techniques.
It is, as yet, unknown whether the use of ova from other species is technically possible, and if possible whether the stem cells produced would be functionally and immunologically equivalent to stem cells produced using human ova. The technique has been patented by the American firm Advanced Cell Technology, but there is still doubt in the scientific community whether it actually works.19
The additional ethical problems created by this different source of ova can, however, be argued to be small as long as the resulting embryos are only used for stem cell production and not for reproductive purposes.20
On some lines of argument the ethical problems may actually be less than if human ova are used, since it could be argued that the embryos produced are not really human embryos. If the moral status of human embryos is based in their being human, then the moral status of these "less than human" embryos could be argued to be less important.
Slippery Slopes towards Reproductive Cloning
A classical slippery slope argument has been prominent in the specific debate about whether the creation of stem cells by means of cell nuclear replacement techniques should be allowed. Opponents of this technique have claimed that allowing this would put us on a slippery slope towards reproductive cloning. The slope that is imagined is of a technical nature. If all the technical problems in the first steps of cell nuclear replacement techniques are solved successfully then it becomes both easier and more tempting (because certain risks have been reduced) to try to use nuclear replacement techniques for reproductive cloning.
This is clearly not a problem if reproductive cloning does not raise any serious ethical problems because in that case there is no slope, slippery or not.21
If reproductive cloning is ethically problematic the question then becomes how to respond to the existence of the slope. The slope has to be taken seriously by politicians as a policy problem. Whatever the analysis of bioethicists as to the cogency of the belief that reproductive cloning is a serious ethical problem, there is no doubt that this belief is shared by many people and by many politicians.
The political reaction to the perceived slippery slope depends on whether it is seen as a possible threat to the positive development of stem cell research (as it is perceived by the government in the UK and a number of other European countries), or whether it is seen as a possible tool to justify the prohibition of stem cell research by nuclear replacement as part of a more comprehensive ban on all kinds of human

cloning (as it is perceived by the government in the US).22
If the slope is seen as a possible threat to the acceptance of stem cell research the logical response is to legally prohibit human reproductive cloning, and to try to convince the public that such a prohibition will be effective.23 Whether legal prohibition can be effective given the possibilities for international reproductive tourism to more permissive jurisdictions is, however, questionable.24
The Presentation of Stem Cell ResearchPromising Too Much Too Early?
The public presentation of the benefits of stem cell research has often been characterised by the promise of huge and immediate benefits. Like with many other scientific breakthroughs the public has been promised real benefits within 5-10 years, i.e., in this case significant stem cell therapies in routine clinical use.25 Several years have now elapsed of the 5-10 years and the promised therapies are still not anywhere close to routine clinical use.26 There are similarities to the initial enthusiastic presentation of gene therapy in the late 1980s and the later problems encountered, and some reason to fear that stem cell therapies will have an equally long trajectory between theoretical possibility and clinical practice. It is likely that many of the current sufferers from some of the conditions for which stem cell therapies have been promised will be long dead before the therapies actually arrive.27
It is clearly ethically problematic to raise false expectations in seriously ill people, and even more problematic if this is partly done from self-interest (e.g. to promote one's own research in the media). But the problem may go deeper because the optimistic predictions and the tar
geting of these predictions on certain groups of diseases also have a function in the political arena where public policy is decided. When gene therapy was initially promoted, and the public and political resistance overcome, gene therapy was promoted as a treatment for the unfortunate people suffering from genetic disorders. Gene therapy was put forward as their only hope of
cure and alleviation. Today we do know however, that most gene therapy projects are not directed towards genetic disease, but towards the treatment of common diseases (partly for commercial reasons). The groups that were used as symbolic "battering rams" to gain political and public acceptance of the gene therapy, have not yet benefited significantly from gene therapy, and many of the people having rarer forms of genetic disorders are unlikely ever to benefit.
SCIENnFIC UNCERTAINTY, ETHICAL UNEASE AND THE FORMULA nON OF PUBLIC POLICY
At the current point in time it is not known which (if any) of the three main lines of research described above is going to be most successful in terms of a) generating scientific knowledge about cell biology, and b) generating new stem cell based therapies for common diseases. That each is, at least at the moment, seen as a viable approach with regard to therapy is attested by the fact that many biotech firms have been founded aiming at exploiting each of the approaches.28
The question is important because it has been argued that there is no need to permit more ethically contentious ways of generating stem cells, if the same benefits can be realized using less contentious stem cells, either adult stem cells or stem cells from aborted foetuses.29
What factors could we use to decide whether one line of research is more promising than another?30 One possibility is to think about what characteristics a stem cell should have in order to be therapeutically useful and then try to decide which of the research programmes is most likely to be able to lead to the production of such cells, and if more than one can produce the required cells, which one will progress fastest to the goal.31 We do know (some of) the characteristics that the therapeutically optimal stem cell should display:
1. No immunological rejection
2. Immediate availability
3. Availability in large numbers
4. Controlled differentiation to desired cells

5. Controlled integration into existing tissues and
	biological niches leading to normal function
6. No other biological risks
From a theoretical point of view embryonic stem cells created by nuclear replacement should be able to fulfil most of these requirements. We know that they can become all types of cells, and we know that they are immunologically perfectly compatible. We are, however, not yet able to control their differentiation into all desired cell types, and there may be situations of acute organ or cell failure where we do not have the necessary time to grow a sufficient number of cells to initiate therapy in time.
Embryonic stem cells derived in other ways have the disadvantage of not being immunologically perfectly compatible, but they do, on the other hand, offer the advantage of being potentially immediately available from a stem cell bank in the necessary quantities. Adult stem cells are immunologically compatible, but it is still uncertain whether we can derive all types of cells from adult stem cells, and they may also not be available in sufficient quantities in acute cases.
No type of stem cell therefore fulfils all the criteria for a therapeutically optimal stem cell. How should we evaluate this evidence in order to decide what research programmes to pursue?
At approximately the same time, the American National Bioethics Advisory Commission and a British government expert group reviewed the evidence and came to two rather different conclusions. The National Bioethics Advisory Commission concluded that:
Currently, we believe that cadaveric fetal tissue and embryos remaining after infertility treatments provide an adequate supply of research resources for federal research projects involving human embryos. Therefore, embryos created specifically for research purposes are not needed at the current time in order to conduct important research in this area.
	[. ..]
	We conclude that at this time,
because other sources are likely to pro
vide the cells needed for the preliminary stages of research, federal funding should not be provided to derive ES cells from SCNT. Nevertheless, the medical utility and scientific progress of this line of research should be monitored closely.32
Whereas the British Chief Medical Officer's Expert Group concluded that:
For some people, particularly those suffering from the diseases likely to benefit from the treatments that could be developed, the fact that research to create embryos by cell nuclear replacement is a necessary step to understanding how to reprogramme adult cells to produce compatible tissue provides sufficient ethical justification for allowing the research to proceed.33
What was a fact for one group of experts was clearly not a fact for the other. What is at play here is a different evaluation of the available scientific evidence, but possibly also a different approach to the decision of whether a line of research should be deemed "necessary." Is a particular line of research only necessary if it is the only way to get the knowledge we need for stem cell therapies, or is it necessary if scientific progress will otherwise be slowed down and will be much more costly, but will eventually lead to stem cell therapies any way even if this particular line of research is not pursued?34
The policy-maker is thus left with a very difficult problem. If we knew that adult stem cell research could deliver therapies for all the conditions where stem cell therapy seems to be a possibility, then there would be a straightforward policy argument for choosing only to support this ethically uncontentious research programme. If the same goal can be obtained in two ways, and if one of them is less contentious than the other it makes good political sense to choose the uncontentious one.35 If on the other hand there was unequivocal certainty that research using embryonic stem cells was necessary for

the development of stem cell therapies for one or more important diseases, a relatively strong consequentialist argument would offer itself based on a moral imperative to reduce human suffering, and this could be combined with appeals to consistency in those jurisdictions that already allow some kinds of embryo research.
Because there is scientific uncertainty each of these two lines of argument is, however, considerably weakened because an opponent can always point to uncertainty about the underlying empirical premises concerning whether embryonic stem cell research is necessary or not.
CONCLUSION
It should by now be evident that many of the most discussed ethical issues in connection with stem cell research are minor variants of issues that have been discussed in reproductive ethics since the beginning of modern bioethics in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many arguments in the stem cell debate, for instance, merely re-iterate arguments for or against giving moral status to embryos, or arguments concerning the validity of the distinction between "spare" embryos and embryos produced specifically for research. The underlying points of contention in these recycled arguments have not been resolved during the abortion debate, or during the debates about assisted reproductive technologies, and they are unlikely to be resolved now. Each side has arguments that it sees as compelling, but which the other side rejects utterly. It is probably this re-ignition of old debates that has added to the heat of the stem cell debates, because neither side can give ground without fearing a knock on effect on the political accommodations or compromises reached in the abortion and the assisted reproduction areas.
If we take all of these already well known debates into account it seems that there is a rough hierarchy of contentiousness ordering the different ways of producing human stem cells according to how many issues each raise. This would look something like the following (with the most contentious first):
Embryonic stem cells created by nuclear replacement
Embryonic stem cells from embryos created for research
Embryonic stem cells from spare embryos Adult stem cells
This proposed hierarchy is not very illuminating for ethical analysis, but it may well influence public policy.
There are, however, also a few issues raised by the stem cell debate that are not as well worn. The most interesting of these are the questions surrounding how public policy should be formed in an area where there is I) agreement about the value of the goal of a particular kind of research (i.e., the creation of effective stem cell therapies), 2) genuine scientific uncertainty about exactly what line of research is most likely to achieve this goal, and 3) disagreement about the ethical evaluation of some of these lines of research but not about others. This question is perhaps more a question of political or legal philosophy than a question of ethics, but it is nevertheless an issue that should be of interest to those bioethicists who want their elegant analyses transformed into public policy.
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